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Continue the “20” Duet with Power Station
Popular Taiwanese rock duo returning to Arena of Stars on 31 March
Genting Highlands, 09 February 2018 – Having filled the concert hall with more than five
thousand fans last year, iconic rock band Power Station is returning to Arena of Stars, Resorts
World Genting on 31 March 2018, 8.30pm to meet fans once again. This time, the duo is bringing
with them the much anticipated ‘Duet with Power Station “20” (NEW) World Tour in Genting 2018’.
Despite celebrating the group’s 20th anniversary last year, their music remains as captivating as
ever. With popular hits like Dang, Wu Qing de Qing Shu, Rainbow, Mo Wang Chu Zhong and more,
the songs remain popular among Malaysians. Their concerts are similar to a never-ending karaoke
session with mega sing-along, especially in their previous gig which is titled to be “Sing Together
with Power Station” in Chinese.
After receiving much love from their fans last year, this year the duo is making a comeback with a
new concept. With plans to bring a pub onto the stage, Power Station will be playing in the setting
of a live pub, just like the one where they first debuted in 1997 with hopes to bring fans back in
time, and share the journey of the group which would not have made it this far without the
support from their fans.
The band has also revealed that they are ready to surprise their fans with new rendition for a
special song, only available at their concert in Resorts World Genting. The song Xiang Ni Shi Ling
Shui De Xi Guan, is composed and written by a musician from Malaysia, receiving much attention
and love from the local fans. Don’t miss the concert if you don’t want to miss the charm of Power
Station performing live!
Tickets for Duet with Power Station “20” (NEW) World Tour in Genting 2018 are priced at RM618
(VIP), RM498 (PS1), RM378 (PS2), RM258 (PS3), and RM158 (PS4), excluding RM4 processing fee.
Genting Rewards Card (GRC) members enjoy a 10% discount when they purchase tickets via
Genting Point and Rewards Point Redemption, and cash or credit card. This is applicable for all
price scales. Tickets for children are priced at RM50.
For more information, call +603 2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com
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